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◼ Legal Notice

This white paper provides a decentralized financial platform to global users through blockchain 

technology and refers to information like the philosophy, business model and so on related to 

“Charterverse” project which to build a user-centered reward ecosystem. It is not intended to 

recommend a sponsorship or investment.

It contains factual information, expected schedule and plans at this point in time.

Therefore, after the date of publication, we are not responsible for the accuracy of the contents in 

it which could be changed for correction, addition and supplementation, etc.

It is written for reference purposes to those who are interested in the blockchain project 

“Charterverse” platform so that we are not responsible for any loss from its trust of accuracy or 

elements in it.

In the case of making your own decisions or any reactions using this paper (not limited to referring 

or based on it), the result is totally relied on your own will, regardless of profit or loss. 

In other words, please note once again that the Charterverse Project Team will not be liable for 

any damages, losses, debts or other disadvantages caused to you by using this. 

November 2021 

Charterverse Foundation
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I. Abstract

The “Charterverse” project is one of the practical attempts to build an alternative world based on 

new blockchain technology and philosophy in the 21st century. 

At the end of the 20th century, the unprecedented development of ICT and the end of the Cold 

War inflated expectations for infinite economic development and world peace through the 4th 

industrial revolution. However, in the 21st century that mankind has faced, human crises such as 

expansion of conflict, deepening inequality and conflict, and abuse of state power are intensifying. 

The technology and philosophy of “Block Chain-Crypto Currency” aims for a new world that fairly 

realizes the free will of humans and mankind through the decentralization of central power and 

expansion of transparency. 

We, “Charterverse” team, are trying to implement a new alternative city in the metaverse based 

on the “Charter City” of Professor ‘Paul Romer’ and “Digital Twin” concept.  

In addition, various attempts to increase the scalability of blockchain technology, especially the 

main net, the development of main nets such as Tron and Solana, or side chains such as Polygon 

and innovation of ‘Layer 2’solutions are emerging as the hottest fields in the blockchain industry 

recently. 

“Charterverse Lab.” aims to expand the scalability stagnant in the mired Ethereum and 

develop user-centered technology based on Decentralized-Smart Contract. On this basis, we 

developed DeFi-oriented Dex (Charterswap.io) and Orderbook Dex. Furthermore, as a 100% 

decentralized technology-based platform, We are building two kinds of order book DEXs; “ETF 

DEX(Charterswap v.2)” and “Futures and Option Dex.” Based on ‘Tron’ and ‘Polygon’ side-

chain, we are developing a scalable solution beyond the existing L2 solutions ‘Stark ware’ tried to 

achieve.  

“Charterverse project” develops in three phases. 
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Stage 1. Building Charterver Financial Block. High yield Farming DeFi Ecosystem 

We will establish “Financial block”, the foundation of「Charterverse」, with a decentralized blockchain. 

①  Construction of DeFi (Decentralized Finance)- Block Farming Platform of “Charterverse” through 

Decentralized Exchange (DEX. Decentralized Exchange. Charterswap.io).

②  Stabilization of DeFi Ecosystem through activation of Block Farming Protocol [LP (Liquidity 

Provider)-Block Mining Chain System] and Governance Coin “ALTA” 

③ Vitalization of decentralized NFT exchange (altanft.io)  

④  Construction of Order book Dex (Charterswap V.2):  scalable, efficient, and  user-centric UI and UX 

beyond “big three DEXs; Apollo Dex, Serum, and dYdX ”  

⑤  Building KYC Wallet Protocol, innovation protocol for multi-chain functions  

⑥  SALTA FUND (Price Stabilization Fund). 70-80% of profits are vested in SALTA by burning  ALTA. 

Stage 2. P2E metaverse. Stabilization of “business block” 

Charterverse “Dual economy” is built along with the first stage “financial block” with an “economic 

block” being formed through the block chain metaverse.  

The value and transaction tool of “Charterverse” are NFT, stable coin (100% collateral) VEGA, and 

governance coin Alta.These will stabilize the economic activities of the participants. 

Economic activities of the metaverse are carried out through various transactions such as virtual  

real estate transactions, distribution, games, and entertainment. For example, real estate and 

avatars are built with NFT, and transactions are made through the NFT exchange. We also plan 

to attract public institutions, and public institutions can utilize blockchain-based Voting and Poll 

systems. If you participate in the Survey Poll, you can receive the reward with ALTA. The core of 

the economic block is  based on NFT. It consists of various profit-type transactions such as real 

estate transactions, avatar transactions, blockchain polls, and voting pools. A metaverse with 

more than 90% freedom and establishing of a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) 

system are paralleled. 

Stage 3. Real world realization 

The “Charterverse” ecosystem is realized through the “digital twin”. We plan to propose the Digital 

Twin project to local governments around the world.
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Ⅱ. 『Charterverse』 Technology

1. Overview and Purpose 

Charterverse's technical challenge is to build a world-class cryptocurrency trading platform.    

Customers accustomed to DeFi systems say they would rather trust a trusted code than trust the  

name of a big enterprise. Therefore, we see DeFi as the future of finance and primarily aim for a  

100% decentralized platform.

『Charterverse』 Lab. aims to solve the blockchain scalability, which must be overcome in the DeFi 

world. Furthermore, we aim to achieve innovative technological challenges in the industry's most 

competitive batter fields of Layer 2 solutions and Side Chains. 

Building a solution that lowers the gas fee and passes security limitations is necessary. Recently 

launched DEX supports limited order application on Perpetual futures contracts service. It is a 

hybrid-type exchange that combines centralized and decentralized elements. Nevertheless, some 

components are still running on centralized servers. In dYdX case, the core swap protocol runs on 

Ethereum smart contracts and transaction’s rollup with zkSTARK. It promises the transparency 

and safety of the transaction funds, but we cannot be sure in detail inside. However, some liquidity 

management, such as order-book and the matching engine, is executed externally. 

The 『Charterverse』 platform starts and stands on an open-source basis. And it is built through an 

audit process by a responsible auditing Charterverse. 

『Chartervers』 order book DEX started from DeFi specialized V.1 and is evolving to V.2. Various 

products are offered, such as perpetual futures spot, margin, and additional synthetic products. 

The permanent futures contract has three goals: ① Relieve restrictions on margin, collateral 

options ② loosening the limits on the trading amount and related conditions ③ enabling smooth 

addition of new trading markets.     

2. Comparison of Similar Systems and Charterverse Order Book DEX 

The three big rookies, DEXs, dYdX, ApolloX, and Serum, are gaining popularity as order 

book-based exchanges. Except for Serum, these are exchanges established by founders 

from centralized exchanges (CoinBase: dYdX, FTX: ApolloX). They tried to accommodate the 

explosively growing demand of the derivatives market on the Dex platform. However, technical 

challenges such as long waiting until the final transaction, gas cost, liquidity distribution, and 

various user requests are piled up. Although much progress has been made, there are still many 

problems to be solved. 
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The Charterverse Lab. first carefully examined the newly launched competitive products first; 

An integrated analysis of L2 solutions, side-chains, and main-net technologies. We try to 

build a secure platform that expands scalability and implements pure decentralization with 

more advanced alternatives. An integrated analysis of L2 solutions, side-chains, and main-net 

technologies 

Several extension solutions have many limitations in proving the Computation integrity of the 

blockchain as a DeFi financial Rollup/ Scaling service platform. In the case of Plasma application, 

which has a robust side-chain nature, an external plasma chain periodically submits a hash value 

to the main net. Each time a hash value is submitted, they must pay the additional fee. 

In addition, asset transfers made on the plasma chain had to wait until the challenge period was 

over and the main net block creating. Therefore, there is a weakness in that transactions are 

not processed immediately. The OmiseGo exchange runs on a Plasma chain, where data and 

calculation processes are on the off-chain. However, applying complex applications other than 

simple payment is difficult due to data availability issues. 

On the other hand, the rollup, so-called Layer-2 scaling, calculation process, and state 

management data are processed off-chain. It provides stability that data is on-chain by 

maintaining the primary information of the collected values of each transaction on-chain. ApolloX 

adopted Optimistic Rollup on the BSC chain for L2 Rollup. 'State Manager' control the specific 

transaction-related state of layer 2, and 'Execution Manager' checks the state of layer- 2 only 

through the information from the State manager. If it turns out it is not from layer 2, the process 

is stopped. We call it Proof of Fraud, and you must wait long for withdrawals of your fund until 

the proof of fraud is confirmed. For example, suppose you do not have permission to access the 

contract. In that case, it has a fatal weakness because it is not easy to implement technology to cut 

access accurately. 

By the way, Serum chooses Solana to guarantee a faster transaction speed instead of sticking to 

the rich customer base of the Ethereum chain. Serum uses a Proof of History (PoH) algorithm that 

creates a secure cryptographic source across the network and further accelerates consensus and 

transaction verification. In addition, it is speeded up by an innovative method of synchronizing 

nodes and validation periods. However, recent events such as stopping block generation exposed 

a problem in terms of critical blockchain safety. 
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dYdX fully embraces the advantages of ZK Rollup and is a successful synthetic asset trading platform 

that uses Starkware's innovative ZK encryption algorithm to solve CI (Computation Integrity). You 

only need a single proof node for thousands of transactions added to the chain. The generation of a 

single cryptographic proof that processes the transaction and proves its integrity occurs outside the 

blockchain. Checking and overseeing all "distributed ledgers" is a crucial mechanism in blockchain 

in large networks. When the task of calculating integrity extends to external Layer 2, is it possible to 

guarantee the integrity of the externally added transaction? Also, how can I check "to simplify and 

quickly guarantee the integrity of numerous node transactions that have not been checked"? 

And still, order book DB management, transaction execution system, and margin management have 

the characteristics of CEX. Given this, dYdX cannot be regarded as a decentralized exchange in the 

true sense. The spreads of big pocket investors are veiled like a black box for "privacy" reasons. In other 

words, it is a kind of erratic DeFi with an unexpected liquidity crisis. 

The biggest problem is that it has no choice but to become a system dependent on the dYdX 

Foundation. And ZK technology for Rollup Computing Integrity is made on a company's closed system 

or language base. As a result, core business processes and essential external DBs cannot exist as 

compatible parts of dApps. 

DEX dYdX ApolloX SerumDEX 

Rank(Volume) 1 2 3 

Main NET Ethereum BSC Solana 

L2 Starkware Optimism 

Scaling  ZK Rollup Optimistic RU On-Chain 

Main Product Perpetuals Perpetuals Perpetuals, SPOT,Lending 

Strong Point Safe Validity Proof Smart contract Interoperability Infinite Scalability 

Weak Point Hard to implement Long wait time for DTD Not safe CI 

[Orderbook DEX Comparison] 

3. Overview of Charterverse Orderbook DEX  

The advantage of order book-based limit-price trading is that liquidity can be concentrated most 

efficiently and adjusted in real-time. Therefore, limited-price trading leads to more accurate 

pricing and a more efficient marketplace. However, two systems, one with user-friendly and 

fund-efficient and the other DeFi system with security and transparency, are in opposition. 
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The order book DEX's core purpose is to provide transaction efficiency and decentralization stability 

through off-chain scaling of the on-chain burden. Designed to allow users to process tasks on a 

local, separate chain, detect fraudulent activity, initiate withdrawals, and create transaction batches 

when they want. In a way that fundamentally solves the problem of data availability, mapping assets 

and owners are not needed. And the External chain technology improvement to make those happen 

is now available. So Charterverse Lab. decided to choose Side-chain approach beyond the On-chain. 

Since external chains do not utilize the security of the main net, there may be significant security 

threats. In addition, external chains have separate consensus algorithms, block generation rules, 

and validator nodes so they can be relatively insecure. However, recently, Polygon has launched a 

product incorporating cryptographic proof technology that guarantees block integrity in the Polygon 

ecosystem using zkSNARK technology. By applying high-class encryption technology on the side- 

chain, hundreds of thousands of transactions are processed with proof of a single validator. Although 

it was challenging to implement the technology, we can picture it's already entered the test-net 

stage. Recently, Polygon said it had processed 600,000 transactions with a single proof of integrity. 

「Charterverse」 Lab. highly evaluates the applicability of Polygon encryption and scaling technology. 

In consideration of infinite scalability, we have the milestone for the phase to phase implementation 

for the maturity of the Charterverse ecosystem. We are designing the next-generation infrastructure 

to evolve into a cross-chain solution that supports various main nets such as BSC and TRON after 

building the first stage Charter V.2 order book DEX soon. 

As the Critical Audit Point of the target system, we focus on checking to submit transactions that 

occurred on external chains to the main chain (Ethereum). There is a possibility that the operator is 

acting maliciously or that someone randomly offers it without any verification. 

「Charterverse」 examines the limitations and challenges of an existing rollup-based exchange. 

Recently, Stakware announced Validity Proof Validium. Although it does not record transactions on 

the main chain nor runs on a solid Consensus Algorithm, it is still unreliable for market use. 

We have a clear goal and balancing target to achieve the best Platform: ① Maximize the capital 

efficiency of liquidity providers ② Security guarantee for safe transactions ③ Provides ease of use for 

traders. 

We anticipate DEX V.2 users will increase rapidly. Therefore, we try to avoid the linear increase in the 

cost of verification of cryptographic proofs according to transaction expansion and throughput. 

Bulky applications such as Uniswap choose Optimistic Rollup, an easy migration way to bridge the 

existing Solidity code. Even though it is challenging to implement, Charterver builds Zero-Knowledge 

order book DEX on the side-chain. We have the four main goals; ① higher reliability, ② Free 

withdrawal of funds, ③ Lower gas cost, ④ Convenient UI/UX for users 
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1) Independent Chain. Zero Knowledge based algorithm technology  

The cryptographic proof technology used by 「Charterverse Lab. 」 is zkSNARK. 

“Zero-knowledge” proofs allow “the Prover” to prove to “the Verifier” that a statement is true, 

without revealing any information beyond the validity of the statement itself. For example, given 

the hash of a random number, the prover could convince the verifier that there indeed exists 

a number with this hash value, without revealing what it is. “Succinct” zero-knowledge proofs 

can be verified within a few milliseconds, with a proof length of only a few hundred bytes even 

for statements about programs that are very large. “Non-interactive” constructions, the proof 

consists of a single message sent from prover to verifier. “Argument of Knowledge” the prover can 

convince the verifier not only that the number exists, but that they know such a number – again, 

without revealing any information about the number. For the first step to prove this mechanism, 

the Zero-Knowledge system configures the Verifiable Blind Evaluation Protocol, and the verifier 

selects α arbitrarily. Next, the Prover proves to the Verifier that it has the polynomial ‘P’ by making 

the hiding values of a and b satisfying b=a^ α (mod p) into its own polynomial P. The Verifier 

checks and verifies hidings given by Prover using α, and in this process, Prover calculates E(b) = 

E(a^ α). In this calculation, we need to define hiding(HH) where both multiplication and addition 

are supported. Suppose the HH is defined, and changing the restricted HH to a non-interactive 

system is explained. In that case, the new HH is expressed in the elliptic curve of the SNARK 

polynomial, and ① Verifier gives the Prover a hiding value. The Prover proves it by providing the 

specific value created using the polynomial P and hiding values to the Verifier. This process is 

conducted interactively with Verifier and Prover. ② Change the Verifier proof using a specific value 

to a non-interactive proof system. In Pairing of Elliptic Curves, it is necessary to define an HH that 

supports multiplication ① & ② and explains the process of changing the limited HH into a non-

interactive system. zkSNARK follows the CRS (common reference string) model to make sure its 

claim through a single message to the Verifier without prior mutual communication. In the "setup 

stage," where a specific character is required for structuring the proof through randomization and 

notified to all participants, the CRS, which is a structured character in advance, is not disclosed 

to anyone (if you know this, you can structure the proof of the false claim). Therefore, we can 

change it into a non-interactive proof system through the "setup stage" of the CRS model. Without 

mutual communication between the Verifier and the Prover, the single message from the Prover 

can obtain the hiding value of the Prover's polynomial P for a randomly selected "s."  
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① setup 

Select α and s randomly and provide the hiding value, CRS, to the participants. CRS: E1(1), 

E1(s), ... , E1(s^d), E2(α), E2(αs), … , E2(αs^d) 

This CRS must be generated in advance by a trusted party. 

② Proof 

The Prover calculates α pair (a, b) using the CRS value and its polynomial P, and sends this 

value to the Verifier.  

a = E1(P(s)), b = E2(αP(s)) 

③ Verification 

Verifier calculates E(αx) and E(y) through the value sent by the Prover and CRS, and checks 

whether the two values are the same. If the two values are equal, then αx = y. This means that 

the Prover found a new α pair (a, b) and provided a value to the verifier through its polynomial 

P. At this moment, the Prover can pass the verification only by constructing HH: a=E(P(s)), b = 

E(α P(s)) using its d-order polynomial P(s). In the end, with this polynomial model, even if the 

Prover and the Verifier do not have to verify the conversation with each other, the Verifier uses 

the paired function (Tate) to calculate E(ax) through E1(x) and E2(α). You can check whether 

the value sent by the Prover is the same as the result calculated by the Verifier). 

E(ax)=Tate (a, E2(α)) and E(y)-Tate(E1(1),b) 

If the two values are equal, then ax=y, that is, computational integrity has been verified. 

(Note a, b are the values given by the prover, E2(α), and E1(1) are the values known as CRS)  
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2) Zero Knowledge SNARK/STARK technology structure as an entity chain

1. Composition of Independent Chain (Independent Layer) Technology

The independent chain technology applied Hermez 2.0 zero-knowledge technology designed to 

run a zero-knowledge prover called zkProver on all servers. Aggregator validates batches through 

zkProver and provides proof of validity. zkProver consists of Main State Machine Executor, STARK-

proof builder, and SNARK-proof builder, which are a collection of Secondary State Machines as 

shown in the architecture in the figure below. zkEVM expresses the state change as a polynomial, 

while the constraint that must satisfy each proposed arrangement becomes a polynomial 

constraint. Every proper placement must satisfy certain polynomial constraints. 

zkProver

Aggregator

Main SM Executor

STARK

Builder

SNARK

Builder

Collection of Secondary

State Machines

Batch i

The Main Executor handles the execution of the zkEVM. This is where EVM Bytecodes are 

interpreted using a new zero-knowledge Assembly language (zkASM), specially developed by 

Polygon team. The executor also sets up the polynomial constraints that every valid batch of 

transactions must satisfy. Every computation required in proving correctness of transactions is 

represented in the zkEVM as a state machine. The zkProver, being the most complex part of the 

whole project, consists of several state machines; from those carrying out bitwise functionalities 

(e.g., XORing, padding, etc.) to those performing hashing (e.g., Keccak, Poseidon), even to 

verifying signatures (e.g., ECDSA). The collection of secondary State Machines therefore refers to 

a collection of all state machines in the zkProver. It is not a subcomponent per se, but a collection 

of various executors for individual secondary state machines. These are; the Binary SM, the 

Memory SM, the Storage SM, the Poseidon SM, the Keccak SM and the Arithmetic SM. See Figure 

5 below for dependencies among these SMs. zkProver. 
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STARK is a proof system that enables provers to produce verifiable proofs without needing a 

trusted setup. STARK-proof Builder refers to the subcomponent used to produce zero-knowledge 

STARK-proofs, which are zk-proofs attesting to the fact that all the polynomial constraints are 

satisfied. State machines generate polynomial constraints, and zkSTARKs are used to prove that 

batches satisfy these constraints. In particular, zkProver utilizes Fast Reed-Solomon Interactive 

Oracle Proofs of Proximity (RS-IOPP), called FRI, to facilitate fast zkSTARK proving. SNARK is a 

proof system that produces verifiable proofs. Since STARK-proofs is way more extensive than 

SNARK proofs, Hermez 2.0 zkProver uses SNARK proofs to prove the correctness of these STARK 

proofs. Consequently, the SNARK proofs, which are much cheaper to verify on L1, are published 

as validity proofs. The aim is to generate a CIRCOM circuit that can be used to generate or verify a 

SNARK proof. Some use both zkASM and PIL, others use only one, depending on the specific task 

each SM (State Machine) is responsible for. 

ETH

Bridge (L1)

User User L2

Rollup / PoE

(L1)
Bridge (L1)

zkEVM

Aggregator Synchronizer

RPC calls zkNode

Sequencer

[Side Chain diagram] 

Main SM

Binary SM Memory SM Storage SM

Poseidon SM

Poseidon SM Keccak SM Arithemtic SM
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3) Next-generation multi-chain technology expanding the side-chain structure 

Many types of decentralized applications are emerging in the DeFi market. However, some things 

need to be fundamentally improved, such as poor user experience for dApps and slow block 

verification speed. To radically improve these problems, side-chain technology over the public 

chain has emerged recently. Charterverse Lab is working on multi-chain protocol efficiently 

connecting to Charterverse's platform; Charter Swap, Charter V.2 DEX, and ALTA NFT. In addition, 

we are developing the next-generation platform of Charter V.2 DEX for blockchain expansion and 

a cross-chain solution that supports multiple chains. 

1. BitTorrent multi chain integration 

Currently, the layer-2 roll-up is challenging to implement the proof system, and the dependence 

on the crypto algorithm vendor is too high. Recently, Starkware announced EVM support 

Validium, but they delayed the release again and again. In addition, the order book and core 

business logic are centralized or use an external layer as Volition. Since Validium itself does not 

utilize the security of the main net, Starkware, the Validium provider, has a DAC (Data Availability 

Committee) that guarantees the reliability of the transaction. 

Charter Lab seeks to build a contract set-supported scalable platform to handle decentralized 

finance's complex business demands. We make it on an external chain based on low transaction 

fees. BitTorrent Chain (BTTC) is a flexible blockchain platform for developing fully decentralized 

applications in a multi-chain environment. Multiple sets of contracts managing each TRON/

Ethereum/BSC pledge are verified through the BTTC network so that the low-cost PoS mechanism 

runs smoothly. The structure of BTTC is as follows. 

① Side Chain: BTTC  

The sidechain implements the complex business logic the main net is reluctant to undergo—

order book management and matching engine process. The control of funds takes place in the 

side chain itself, and the transfer of funds to the main net is transmitted through token mapping 

using the smart contracts of the two networks.

② Delegators and validators:

The validator aggregates the blocks to merkle tree from BTTC and reveals the Merkle root to 

the TRON/ETH/BSC chain. Validator is a participant in the network who locks tokens into the 

network and runs the Super Delegate node to help run the network. A Super Delegate has the 

following responsibilities.

•Promise network tokens and run Validator nodes to join the network as validators 

• Confirm state transitions on the blockchain to receive pledge rewards and penalties for 

activities such as downtime. 
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• Block Producer Selection, validation of the block on BitTorrent-Chain, and checkpoint 

submission 

•State synchronization from TRON/Ethereum/BSC to BTTC layer

Ethereum

Validator

BitTorrnt-Chain

REST-Server

Root Contracts Root Contracts

Root Contracts Root Contracts

Root Contracts

TRON BSC

Bridge Bridge

2. Strength of BTTC Multi Chain structure   

① ncreasing interoperability (fund interoperability between Ethereum/ TRON/ BSC)     

BTTC provides a decentralized bridge using “smart contracts” to freeze funds on the main 

net and offer the same funds for the side chain without an intermediary in the middle. Using a 

simple API is vulnerable to security threats, so a validator in the middle and a robust consensus 

mechanism like primary chain accountability. Moreover, BTTC is an economic system with a 

faster and cheaper processing structure. 

② Quick transaction confirmation between Chain Networks 

TThe most innovative hash submission mechanism boosts up the speed of the Validator contracts 

relay.  

③ Low transaction cost  

The cheapest transaction costs less than 0.01 USD between chains (Ethereum-Tron average). 

④ Ensure safe money management  

You can safely manage your funds with a globally guaranteed security mechanism and cross-

chain operation through multi-node verification. In particular, secure transactions are ensured 

by setting the BTTC binary for each transaction, installing the TAG, and installing the SafeGuard 

that connects the node file. 
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3. Purpose of 「Charterverse」 Orderbook Dex

The DeFi-based Orderbook Dex that the Charterverse Lab. is aiming for is a radical decentralized 

exchange. To this end, we intend to develop and apply the Charter Protocol, which optimizes the 

strengths of various sidechains and L2 solutions that have achieved remarkable results. 

We plan to configure all areas from customer deposits and withdrawals to deposit management, 

order book storage and matching engine on a decentralized basis. Layer 2 solutions and side chain 

technology are the fiercest battle in the crypto industry. “Charterverse” Lab. creates a more innovative 

system using these technologies to solve the scalability issue of the decentralized DeFi system. We 

believe that the coordinator mechanism is the best choice to take advantage of the stability of the 

external chain ZK Rollup with its proof-of-efficiency consensus mechanism (PoE).  

①  Provide various service layers to user through the data availability model that is fully compatible 

with the Volition (zk-rollup & Validium) schema.  

②  Save the cost of the distributed ZK rollup by calculating the "virtual state" from data availability and 

computing the "final state" based on validation proof, and setting the validation frequency according 

to different criteria.

③  We used the zkEVM protocol, which the crypto industry considers the holy grail. In addition, the 

system allocates room for the Permissionless Aggregator as an agent that does the particular task of 

generating cryptographic proofs. This simplifies the scaling configuration and provides a pioneering 

model that guarantees the transparency of the entity.

④  Provides strong protection against L2 network problems, including malicious attacks or technical 

problems of the selected validator.
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Ⅲ. DeFi financial platform and Charterverse financial products

1. Coin; ALTA, governance coin of “Charterverse”  and  VEGA, stable coin

①  Stable Coin: VEGA (US VEGA). VEGA works as a Metaverse trading tool and a Block Farming 

reward coin. The “Charterverse foundation” backs up 100% of stable coins with USDT, and use it 

for the transaction of virtual real estate, avatar, and various NFT.

②  Governance Coin: ALTA as a base coin of the entire “Charterverse” ecosystem, especially for the 

financial platform. Alta tokens are continuously rewarded to mining and staking participants 

through block mining. In addition, coin holders can get the voting right of the “Charterverse”  

DAO.

2. Four user-centered  platforms in the first stage.

1) DEX. Charterswap.io

“Charter Swap” is a 100% decentralized exchange providing Block-Mining and Block-Farming  

services. 

①  The “Charter Swap” Protocol provides an interface for seamlessly exchanging ERC-20 tokens 

on Ethereum, enabling faster and more efficient exchanges. 

②  The Liquidity Provider can be compensated for a transaction fee of 0.3% of the total liquidity 

stake and can withdraw at any time.

③  Block Mining: Users can participate in block mining alone or after participating in liquidity 

supply  in the “Charter swap pool” with token Alta. There are no restrictions on the period, 

quantity,  etc., and you can receive rewards with Alta equal to your stake in block mining every 

15 seconds. It  lasts three years. 

PLATFORM ADDRESS TYPE PURPOSE 

CHARTERSWAP V.1 CHARTERSWAP.IO DEX DEFI PLATFORM 

CHARTERSWAP V.2 CHARTERSWAP2.IO DEX ETF EXCHAGE 

ORDERBOOK DEX Dex.Hybrid DERIVATIVE EXCHANGE 

ALTANFT ALTANFT.IO DEX NFT EXCHANGE 

CHARTER PLATFORM 
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④  Block Farming: When participants stake Alta tokens in block mining for over three months, they 

receive the interest with 100% collateral-based stable coin Vega. Interest rate is around 3~10%. 

DAO determines the rate. 

⑤  Ethereum, USDC, USDT, SHIBA, and Sushi coin, these are paired coins for LP, and “Uniswap”, 

“Sushi swap”, “1 Inch swap”, and “Shiba swap” are the partners of “Charter swap”. 

2) DEX. Charterswap.v2 

Order Book support Dex. We plan to build a 100% decentralized Dex specialized in ETF products 

and order book Dex with out layer scaling-up like dYdX. 

Dex with easier UI/UX and more scalable & faster speed than Serum, Apollo dex, and dYdX. 

Aiming for 100% pure decentralization, we shall build easy-to-use platforms to trade various 

products; ETFs, futures, options, Perpetual, Inverse Perpetual, Put-Call Parity. 

The project runs on TRON chain.

3) NFT Exchange. Charternft.io 

100% decentralized NFT exchange. 

A unique way of purchasing and bidding NFTs called “Art Drop Box” support NFT trading with 

randomly dropped NFTs.

①  Participant’s mining rewards amount are determined by the NFT hash rate (9.5 Alta token 

mining per hash value/ block @ 3 seconds). Traded with ALTA and with BNB at NFT “Market 

Place”.

② The faster transaction with the lowest fee through the BSC chain

③  No hacking risk through the decentralized trading and interplanetary distributed filing system.

3. SALTA Fund. price stabilization fund

①  About 70% of “Charterverse” metaverse operating profit is vested in “SALTA FUND.” And 20% 

of “financial block” operation profit belongs to it, too. 

②  Primary use for purchasing or burning ALTA for the purpose of increasing the value of the 

project
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4. Financial products of the 「Charterverse」 Platforms

“Charterverse” platforms covers various DeFi tradings including spot, futures and options. In 

particular, in October 2021, after the US SEC allowed the listing of the first Bitcoin Futures ETF  

(Proshares Bitcoin Strategy), cryptocurrency ETF products were lined up in futures markets,  

including Canada, where there were already many Bitcoin ETF products. In addition, various ETF 

products are also traded on exchanges, such as MEXC exchanges. 

Cryptocurrency ETFs are products that track the value of a specific asset or set of assets. These 

products are user-friendly as investors can diversify their holdings without owning many coins.

We plan to launch the ETF trading platform “Charter ETF” soon. 

ETF Dex shall be released in the second half of 2022. Almost the same order book UI/UX like Cex 

exchange. AMM trade on the TRON Odyssey 2.0 main net(TRX ecosystem). 

Crypto Synthetics following index according to price fluctuations on the leverage service shall 

be the platform's window product. Bitcoin, Ethereum, Tron, and Ripple are the target markets. 

It is like an index following product; Futures trading like SPOT, no liquidation, unlike with futures 

leverage. 

In addition, multi-signature support, Zero-Knowledge Proof scaling, and cross-chain trading 

on Tron net are essential for integrating the "Charterverse ecosystem." It will become a critical 

integration pillar for Ethereum's main net-based "Charter SWAP",  Orderbook Dex(Charter swap 

V.2), and ETF Dex. 

Furthermore, we plan to make various basket ETF products and quants together with Lee & Part, 

specializing in Financial architecture.  
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Ⅳ. Development of Metaverse, DeFi and Creation of Alternative 
Ecosystem

1. The evolution of the metaverse

The 21st century, 2020 will be recorded as the most severe year in human history. 

The Covid19, which originated in Wuhan, China at the end of 2019, has infected more than 500 

million people and killed more than 60 million people as of May 2022. Along with the medieval 

『Pest』 and 『Spanish Flu』, it is evaluated as a pandemic that has hit mankind the most and is still 

sweeping the world. 

The spread of Corona has brought about global change. In particular, major changes in lifestyles 

have resulted in changes in the industrial ecosystem at the same time, and the ICT industry, a key 

pillar of revolutionary change, is also undergoing major changes. 

A representative of this trend is the metaverse. 

As the untact life pattern spreads more and more, a new driving force to replace non-face-to-

face is leading to the development of the metaverse. In particular, the metaverse is being used 

as a means to not only enable face-to-face activities close to real life through the development 

of AR and VR technologies, but also to solve the inconvenience of face-to-face, such as contact 

infection. 

The growth of metaverses such as ‘Roblox’ and ‘Jepeto’ proves that the reinforcement of freedom 

is a more important factor than the funny character of the electronic game in metaverse. It also 

proves the expansion of untact life patterns. 

The 「Charterverse」 project attempts to build a metaverse that enables real life, an alternative 

state operated by a “new charter”. For this, an economic infrastructure based on a stable financial 

block is indispensable. In other words, it is necessary to establish a stable DeFi financial block. 

As the untact life pattern spreads more and more, a new driving force to replace non-face-to-

face is leading to the development of the metaverse. In particular, the metaverse is being used 

as a means to not only enable face-to-face activities close to real life through the development 

of AR and VR technologies, but also to solve the inconvenience of face-to-face, such as contact 

infection. 
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2. The evolution of DeFi 

In January 2009, when capitalism, which overcame the Cold War, was shaking the world economy 

with the financial crisis that originated in the United States in 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto announced 

the beginning of "Bitcoin". The beginning of “Crypto Currency” and “Block Chain”, which became the 

beginning of a new financial revolution in the 21st century. 

As for cryptocurrency, in 2015, Vitalik Buterin developed “Smart Contract” and started a new 

platform, increasing scalability. As software was combined with “Ethereum,” which is often called 

the second-generation ecosystem, and the blockchain network, Cryptocurrency and blockchain 

technology continued to develop. 

As of April 2022, the value of global cryptocurrencies will reach 2,000 trillion won. This is similar 

to the total value of listed companies in the world's 10th largest trade volume. The value of 

cryptocurrency has been recognized in the market despite various pressures from various 

governments, such as the Chinese government's abolition of exchanges in China. 

It is ironic that the value of cryptocurrencies has grown dramatically through the Centralized 

Exchange (CEX). As fiat money transactions became possible through CEX, the value of 

cryptocurrency became objectified, and through this, it grew dramatically as a virtual asset. 

Since the Mt. Gox exchange started operating in 2010, hundreds of centralized cryptocurrency 

exchanges (CEX) have been operating. The daily trade volume of ‘Binance Exchange’ which is 

leading exchange in the world is Over $10 billion according to ‘Coinmarketcap’. 

After ‘Uniswap’ succeeded in activating “DEX. Decentralized Exchange” in 2020, many 

decentralized exchanges appeared. In addition, since many decentralized lending platforms 

including 「Aave」 started their services, various 「DeFi. Decentralized Finance」 have been 

expanding. 

As of September 2021, cryptocurrency assets deposited in DeFi exceeded $100 billion, a fourfold 

increase compared to $25 billion in early 2021. The amount deposited in “Curve Finance” is $13 

billion, and the amount deposited in “AAVE” is $18 billion. 

From 2020, “NFT. Non-Fungible Token” using “Ethereum” started to become active, opening a 

new era of digital assets. 

The biggest feature of DeFi is that it is a financial service that consists only of virtual assets, that is, 

cryptocurrency. In other words, it can be defined as “decentralized financial services that operate 

using smart contracts in a blockchain network”. Traditional finance has evolved from Fintech to 

blockchain Fintech, and now DeFi, the 4th Fintech, is blooming. 

The first two financial systems are fiat money-based financial services, while the latter two are crypto 

currency-based financial services. 
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DeFi also provides most of the existing financial services. 

CeFi refers to a centralized financial service that deals with virtual assets, and the cryptocurrency 

exchange (Cex) is a representative example. It exchanges fiat currency and cryptocurrency 

interchangeably and mixes traditional finance with DeFi. On the other hand, Dex is a decentralized 

exchange. Most Dex also operate staking and custody services and loan services. This is different for 

each exchange. Dex also operates various financial services. 

The DeFi market is growing rapidly.
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Ranking Name Category UVL Chain

1 Maker Loans ＄ 4.12B ETH

2 Aave Loans ＄ 3.35B ETH

3 Compound Loans ＄ 2.89B ETH

4 Uniswap DEX ＄ 2.85B ETH

5 Curve Finance DEX ＄ 2.03B ETH

6 Sushiswap DEX ＄ 1.95B ETH

7 Synthetix Synthetic assets ＄ 1.69B ETH

8 Balancer DEX ＄ 798.7M ETH

9 Badger DAO Asset management ＄ 705.1M ETH

10 RenVM Asset management ＄ 573.8M ETH

According to Defipulse (https://defipulse.com), the total value of the deposit (TVL. Total Value 

Locked) increased from $280 million in 2018 to $700 million in 2019, showing a modest increase, 

but in 2020 started to soar. It rose even further during the Covid-19 crisis, and in January 2021, it 

reached $24 billion, a nearly 100-fold increase in three years. 

The platform that occupies the largest share in the DeFi ecosystem is Maker, with a market share 

of 17.8% as of January 18, 2021. By financial service sector, DEX and Lending account for the 

largest share. Recently, synthetic assets such as WBTC and Synthetics, and asset management 

services such as BadgerDAO and RenVM are also growing. 

[ Source: DeFiPulse. Major DeFi Service Volume. 2021.01.18 ]

In DeFi, Cex, Dex, and Lending platforms are the most active, and various strategies of Sales & Trading 

in investment Bank of traditional financial services, especially a securities company, are mostly used. 

The goal of 『Charterverse』 is to “maximize the scalability of a decentralized exchange”. 

To this end, we are developing a user-centered Orderbook Dex through the development of Layer 2 

solutions and partnerships with several main nets to replace Ethereum. In addition, it is accelerating 

the development of user-oriented financial products such as futures, options, and ETFs together with 

DeFi experts and financial product experts. 
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Ⅴ. Coin Matrix

1. Issuance and Incineration of Governance Coin ALTA

3 billion of Alta, governance coin of “Charterverse” had been issued. 

As the “Charterverse” is activated, the circulation volume gradually decreases due to the amount 

that is incinerated. 

1 billion ERC 20-based, 1 billion Tron-based, and 1 billion BSC-based coins are issued, and Solana 

and Klaytn-based coins can be issued afterwards. In this case, the same amount of existing coins 

will be burned. 

We plan to develop a KYC wallet protocol in 2022 so that ALTA coin-to-coin transactions are 

possible. 

2. ALTA Token distribution  

Category Volume 비율 Remarks 

Block Mining
Reward 

15억 50% 
Buy back by 
SALTA Fund

ALTA Staking
Reward 

3억 10% 
Buy back by 
SALTA Fund

Air drop/
Marketing 

4억 13% 
Buy back by 
SALTA Fund

Pre-Sale 3억 10% 

Team/Advisor 3억 10% 

Reserve for DAO 2억 7% 

Total 30억 100% 

Total
Supply

3 Billion
50%

10%

10%

10%

7%

Reserve
for DAO

Team/
Advisor

Pre-Sale

Air drop
/Marketing

ALTA Staking Reward

Block Mining
Reward

13%
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Ⅵ. Road Map 

• 2022: 100% decentralized platform construction  

• 2023: ① Build and open Orderbook Dex ② Build and open Metaverse 

• 2024: Implementation of Offline Charterverse Projects 

Year 2021 2022 2023 

Quarter 4Q 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 

Private Sale 

Exchange 
Listing 

Bittrex 
Global 

Mexc
Korean 
Exchange 

Community 
& User/Coin 
Holder 

Discord/Telegram 
Twitter/Instagram 
Facebook/Medium 

More than 
20,000 

Metaverse Open

Decentralized 
Platform Open 

 Dex V.1 
Nft 
Exchange 

Dex v.2 
Orderbook 
dex 
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VII. Team & Advisors

Charles Shin/Seongeun Shin. CEO  

Seoul National University(International Relations.M.A). Former JoongAng Daily newspaper 

reporter. Former CEO of ‘Digital.com’. Former adjunct professor of ‘Eulji University’, former 

director of KBS-Game TV. Representative of the Knowledge Culture Foundation. Senior 

Correspondent of Le Monde Korea 

After working as a reporter for JoongAng Daily newspaper, he founded Digital.com Co., Ltd. and 

produced broadcasting programs (aired on KBS). Next, with KBS, ‘Media Will’, and ‘Narae Digital 

Entertainment’ ‘Digital.com’ had made KBS-Game TV and entered the satellite channel business. 

He also had led the merger between KBS-Game TV and ‘Net Games’, a subsidiary of Sean 

Fanning's ‘Napster’, which led the early IT boom in the United States. He had served as a director 

of the Korea Computer Game Association and as a chairman of “Knowledge Culture Foundation” 

under the Korean government. 

Howard Chae/Hyunwoo Chae. CIO 

Seoul National University (Department of Urban Engineering). Samsung Electronics. Oracle 

Systems Korea. Former Vice President of ‘World Record’. Former CEO of ‘JW RENEWABLE 

ENERGY’ 

An expert in IT system design and financial system development. He had worked for Samsung 

Electronics and Oracle systems Korea and handle new business areas through the combination of 

blockchain technology, finance, and renewable energy. 

Rogan Kim/Il Kim. CTO 

The Head of technical field of 「Charterverse」 project 

Blockchain expert who has been programming, designing and planning in the field of blockchain 

and cryptocurrency since 2015. He has developed DeFi trading programs, has performed 

numerous Dex, Cex, dApp and Main net projects, and is leading a diverse group of programmers. 
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Daniel Cho/Seong-Geun Cho.CSO. 

KAIST. Former Head of Finance at ‘Paxnet’. SK China. Former Branch Manager of Tomato TV 

China.

Starting with the finance director of ‘Paxnet’, which led the early financial portals in Korea, he has 

left an outstanding mark in the Korean IT and financial business fields. In particular, moving to 

SK's Chinese branch, he has developed business network in China and Hong Kong for 20 years, 

building a solid relationship with key figures in finance and legal area in the blockchain industry. 

Jordan Ahn/Seung-geol Ahn.CMO. 

Hankuk University of Foreign Studies. Former Director of ‘Jeanpierre’. Former CMO of ‘Digital.

com’.  

He started his career in ‘Janpierre’ and has expanded his network in the distribution field for over 

30 years. Distribution expert who has been growing in the field of domestic on-offline distribution 

area. 

James Jin/Youngjong Jin.COO 

Wonkwang University. Former CEO of ‘Sky Tour’. CEO of ‘SNB’. 

He has run a duty-free business and a luxury business. His company ranked first in purchasing 

agency sector of ‘Shilla Duty Free Shop in Yongsan’. He has been expanding his network in the 

Korea-China tourism and purchasing agency business. 

Jay Jeong/Tae-hee Jeong. Spokesman and director of public relations. 

Yonsei University(Political Science),Long Island University(M.A). Former JoongAng daily paper 

reporter. Former CEO of ‘Future X Media’.  

After working as a reporter, he established a magazine company and devoted himself to the 

publishing business. After that, he joined ‘Digital.com’ and led the negotiation and the merger 

with American IT companies. 

Nick Chang. Head of U.S. Marketing.  

Yonsei University. University of Buffalo New York. Former JoongAng daily paper reporter. Former 

CEO of ‘SMI’. 

After working as a reporter, he established SMI (Sport Marketing International) and laid the 

foundation for Korea's sports marketing business. He ran sports marketing and licensing business 

in the United States, including scouting partner of Texas Rangers and US Negro League licensing. 
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Lukasz Marah. Head of Europe Marketing.  

University of Poznan(Business Administration). Former Arthur Anderson Consultant. Marketing 

Manager of ‘MLB’.  

He majored in Accounting at Poznan University, Poland. Afterwards, he expanded his marketing 

network by taking charge of accounting, marketing, and consulting for multinational companies 

such as Arthur Anderson. 

Michael Cho/Kyu-Sung Cho. Asia Marketing Manager 

Yonsei University. Former correspondent of ‘Maeil Business newspaper’.  

After working as a reporter at the ‘Maeil Business Newspaper’, he has been working as a business 

planning and marketing expert in the ICT business field. He handles ICT company in Vietnam.  

Sandy Choi. IR director in USA.   

UCLA. CEO Imperial Home Fashion. 

After graduating from UCLA in the United States, she developed marketing in the United States, 

Asia, and Europe for several companies. She has built a strong network with major distribution 

corporations in the USA, and has been planning and selling various products from Asian countries 

to the USA. 

Beom-soon Shin. IR Director    

Sungkyunkwan University. Korea University (Ph.D.Public Administration) 

Won-Hong Joo. Marketing Advisor.    

Sungkyunkwan University. Former president of ‘Korea Tennis Association’. Head Coach of 

Samsung group. CEO of ‘Seokwang Industry’. 

He is considered a pioneer in the field of internationalization of Korean sports. He served as 

president of Korea Tennis Association and vice president of the Seoul City Sports Association.  

Joonwoo Oh. Marketing Advisor.

Inha University. CEO of ‘Hana Telecom’. Former Manager of SK Pro-Baseball Club.
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 ※ Please read the notice below carefully before participating in coin trading.

Legal Disclaimers

Please note that this notice applies to everyone who reads this white paper, and the notice may be 

changed or updated.

If you are unsure about your future decisions regarding the cryptocurrency ‘ALTA’, we recommend 

that you seek advice from other experts such as legal, financial, tax, etc. The information provided 

on the white paper and website is for reference only and does not provide advice regarding the 

purchase of 'ALTA'. In addition, all transactions, including the purchase and sale of 'ALTA', and 

decisions related thereto must be made under the responsibility of each party.

<Legal notice>

1.  This white paper has been distributed for reference purposes only in relation to the 

‘Charterverse; ALTA’ project and is subject to further review and revision. Please note that this 

white paper reflects the latest information based on the version on the cover and is not the final 

version. After this version, the information in this white paper may change depending on the 

business operation and financial status of the Charterverse. This white paper may be updated 

from time to time.

2.  The purchase of ‘ALTA’ is made only through a separate legally binding contract, and the 

Charterverse does not accept or receive funds based solely on this white paper. The details of 

the ‘ALTA’ purchase contract are provided separately from the white paper, and in case of any 

discrepancy between the contract and this white paper, the contract takes precedence.

3.  In any case, this white paper shall not be construed as a token sale or purchase offer by the token 

issuer/distributor/Charterverse to 'ALTA', and this document should not be relied on or as a basis 

for token purchase contracts and investment decisions.

4.  'ALTA' does not constitute a unit of securities, business trusts, or collective investment plans, 

and the definitions of each of the above are defined in Hongkong's securities laws or equivalent 

regulations in other jurisdictions. Therefore, this white paper is not provided as a business plan, 

business prospectus, proposal, etc. It should not be construed as an investment proposal or 

solicitation, such as securities, business trust units and a unit of a collective investment plan.
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5.  Based on this white paper, ‘ALTA’ should not be understood, interpreted, classified or treated as 

an opportunity to receive investment returns/income/payments/profits or part of the amount 

from buyers.

6.  In jurisdictions where the coin/token issuance method specified in this white paper is regulated 

or prohibited, all or part of this white paper cannot be reproduced, distributed, or disseminated.

7.  The information contained in this white paper has not, and will not be, reviewed, inspected, 

supervised, approved or authorized by any competent regulatory authority.

8.  If you wish to purchase ‘ALTA’, you must not understand, interpret, classify or treat ‘ALTA’ as 

follows.

① Currency other than cryptocurrency

② Bonds and stocks issued by institutions, corporations, and organizations

③  Rights, options, and derivatives for bonds and stocks issued by institutions, corporations, and 

organizations

④  Rights under contracts for difference and other contracts whose purpose is or is impersonated 

for the purpose of guaranteeing investment returns or avoiding losses;

⑤ Units of securities such as group investment plans, business trusts, or derivatives

<Restrictions on distribution and dissemination>

1.  Distribution or dissemination of all or part of this white paper may be prohibited or restricted 

by the laws or regulatory requirements of certain jurisdictions. If the restrictions of a specific 

jurisdiction apply, you must understand the restrictions that may be applied by possession of 

this white paper, seek legal advice, and comply with them, and the executives, employees, 

agents, and affiliates of the Charterverse (hereinafter referred to as the Charterverse) are not 

responsible for this.

2.  If this white paper is viewed or possessed due to distribution and dissemination, this white 

paper or its contents shall not be distributed, reproduced, or otherwise shared with others 

for any purpose as long as restrictions of a specific jurisdiction apply; In addition, in such a 

situation, you must not allow or provide a cause for the situation in which this white paper is 

shared.
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<Exclusion of Legal Liability>

1.  Related services provided by ‘Charterverse’ are provided ‘as is’ and ‘as possible’. 'Charterverse' 

does not make any express or implied guarantees or representations about the accessibility, 

quality, suitability, accuracy, adequacy, completeness, etc. of tokens and related services, 

and errors, delays, omissions, or purchasers or investors of tokens and related services. is not 

responsible for any decisions or actions made on the premise that such express or implied 

warranties exist.

2.  'Charterverse’ shall not be liable for any profit, income or loss of any kind arising from the 

purchase of ‘ALTA’ in accordance with laws, regulations and rules in any jurisdiction.

3.  'Charterverse’ is not responsible for buyers who violate the ICO-related laws, regulations and 

rules of their country.

4.  Exclusion of liability : All costs, including all claim, compensation, loss, and attorney’s fees

<Forward-looking statements>

1.  This white paper contains forward-looking statements based on current estimates and 

assumptions. However, Charterverse updates forward-looking statements regarding the risks, 

uncertainties and actual results, changes or other factors that may affect future events of the 

'ALTA' project through its website and other materials generated by Charterverse. does not 

assume any obligation to do so and assumes no responsibility in connection therewith.

2.  Forward-looking statements involve various risks and uncertainties. These statements are not 

guarantees of future performance and should not be relied solely on them.

3.  Based on the current version of this white paper, each solution and platform of the ‘ALTA’ 

project is not completed or fully operational. This white paper was written on the premise that 

each solution and platform will be completed and operated in the future, but this should not 

be construed as a guarantee or promise for the completion and complete operation of each 

solution and platform.
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<Potential risk>

Before deciding to purchase or participate in 'ALTA', we recommend that you read the following 

carefully and thoroughly analyze and understand the relevant factors and risks. 

Risks include, but are not limited to:

1.  Restriction of access to ‘ALTA’ due to loss of identification information, and risk of purchaser’s 

negligence related to storage, such as required private keys related to digital wallets storing 

‘ALTA’

2.  Changes in the political, social and economic environment, changes in the stock or 

cryptocurrency market environment, changes in the regulatory environment of the country 

in which 'Charterverse' operate, and changes in the regulatory environment in which 

'Charterverse' may survive or compete Existing/new regulations related to block chain 

technology that are unfavorable to 'ALTA' in certain jurisdictions may apply risks related to 

changes in the ability to can happen.

3.  Changes in the future capital needs of the 'Charterverse', the risks associated with changes 

in the capital and availability of capital to meet them, and the lack of funds may affect the 

development of the 'Charterverse' project and the use and potential value of the 'ATLA'. there 

is.

4.  ‘ALTA’ value, ‘Charterverse project’ ecosystem and project are subject to force majeure, 

natural disasters, other factors that the 'Charterverse’ cannot control (natural disasters, power 

outages, mining attacks, hacking, etc.) may be adversely affected by, but not limited to.

5.  'Charterverse project' activities may be suspended, disbanded, or launch plan may be 

suspended due to various reasons, such as unfavorable fluctuations in the value of 'ALTA', 

business relationship failure, or competitor's intellectual property rights claims during 

development/operation, and as a result, the 'ALTA project' ecosystem , tokens, may have a 

negative impact on the potential use of tokens.

6.  No decision-making authority in relation to the project, ecosystem, etc. of the ‘Charterverse 

project’ is given to other entities. All decisions, including suspension of services and ecosystem 

of the ‘Charterverse project’, additional creation and sale of ‘ALTA’ used in the ecosystem, sale 

and liquidation, etc. are made at the discretion of the Charterverse.
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7.  The tax and accounting practices of ‘ALTA’ may differ from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. The 

purchase of 'ALTA' may have a negative impact on your tax processing, and we recommend 

that you seek independent tax advice in this regard.

In addition to the risks specified above, there may be other risks that the 'Charterverse’ cannot 

predict in relation to the purchase and sale of ‘ALTA’, and there may be risks of unexpected 

combinations and variations.

If the above risks and uncertainties develop into actual situations, the business, financial 

condition, operational results, and outlook of the Charterverse may be materially and negatively 

affected. In this case, you may lose some or all of the token value of ‘ALTA’.

<ICO participation restrictions>

1.  ‘ALTA’ will not be returned under any circumstances except when the sales rate is 10% or less 

after the end of the ICO.

 2. Details of the refund procedure will be updated on the website or through other materials.

<No additional information or updates>

The Charterverse is established in Hongkong in accordance with the laws of Hong Kong, and the 

contents of this white paper are therefore interpreted and regulated in accordance with the laws 

of Hongkong.

<Governing Law>

Regarding 'Charterverse' and related businesses and operations, no one has the right to provide 

information/explanation other than those contained in this white paper, and even if such 

information/explanation is provided, permission has been granted by 'Charterverse' or It should 

not be regarded as representing 'Charterverse'.

<No advice>

No information in this white paper shall be considered as business, legal, financial or tax advice 

for 'Charterverse' It is recommended that Legal and financial risks for the purchase of 'ALTA' may 

apply indefinitely.
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<KYC Compliance>

The purchaser of 'ALTA' must comply with the Customer Real Name Verification Procedure (KYC) 

regulations and all other applicable regulations after the cloud sale for identity verification. The 

Charterverse will do its best to provide convenience and stability to buyers of ‘ALTA’ based on 

mutual trust as follows.

1.  Charterverse complies with ICO-related laws such as KYC and the Anti-Money Laundering Act 

(AML).

 2.  Charterverse complies with the Personal Information Protection Act, the Act on Promotion 

of Information and Communications Network Utilization and Information Protection, etc. and 

other related laws to protect the buyer's personal information, including user registration 

information.

 3.  Charterverse uses KYC personal information collection information only for O2O token sales, 

and discards documents submitted for KYC after ICO ends.

Details of the KYC process will be updated on our website or other materials.
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